Table of Evidence of Fraud and
Forgery in Obama's IDs
1. Forged selective service
certificate

Obama's claims

Proof of fraud and forgery

In September 2008 2 weeks after
Obama was confronted with
questions of selective service his
SSS application surfaced

2. Obama's use of a stolen
Connecticut Social security
number 042-68-4425 which was
never assigned to him according
to E-Verify and SSNVS

On April 15 2010 Obama posted
his tax returns on line and forgot
to flatten the PDF file. When the
file was opened with Adobe
Illustrator it became visible that
Obama is using a Connecticut
Social security number 042-684425.(E 1 Affidavit Felicito Papa)
Research of the number showed
that it was issued in 1977 to an
elderly resident of Connecticut
born in 1890.(E4 Affidavit of
investigator Albert Hendershot)
Search of Obama's SSS
application shows him using the
same CT SSN, which was never
assigned to him

3. Forged US Postal stamp
affixed to Obama's Alleged
Selective Service Application

Stamp affixed to Obama's SSS
application contains 2 digit year
stamp "80'

4. Obama forged long form birth
certificate

Obama's alleged birth certificate
contains letter of different fonts
and sizes

According to affidavit of the
chief investigator of the special
investigations unit of the US
Coast Guard (ret) and special
agent with the Homeland
security Jeffrey Steven Coffman
(Exhibit 7), according to sheriff
Arpaio Obama's SSS application
is a forgery
Selective service contains social
Security number 042-68-4425,
which was never assigned to
Obama according to E-Verify and
SSNVS
According to former officer of
the Elite Scotland Yard anti
organized crime and anti
communist proliferation unit
Neil Sankey, licensed investigator
Susan Daniels (Exhibit 5) , former
senior deportation officer John
Sampson (Exhibit 6), Sheriff
Arpaio, investigator Zullo Obama
is using a Connecticut Social
Security number 042-68-4425
which was never assigned to him
according Lexis Nexis, Choice
Point, E-Verify (Exhibit 2 affidavit
of Linda Jordan and E-Verify
report)and SSNVS (Exhibit 3
SSNVS report)
According to Exhibit 4, affidavit
of Albert Hendershot SSN in
question was assigned to
Harrison J. Bounel, born in 1890
All US stamps contain four digit
year stamp (Exhibit 7, Affidavit
of former Chief Investigator of
the Special Investigations Unit of
the U.S. Coast Guard Jeffrey
Stephan Coffman)
Letters of different fonts and
sizes in Obama's alleged birth
certificate is a clear evidence of
it being a forgery, as the
document was alleged to be

5 Obama's alleged birth
certificate contains white halo
around the letters

None of the published Hawaiian
birth certificates contain a halo
around words. the only BC with
the white halo is Obama's

Obama's alleged copy of the
birth certificate is a compilation
of bits and pieces coming from
different documents

Obama claims that the
document posted on
WhiteHouse.gov is a true and
correct copy of his original birth
certificate

6. Serial number of Obama's
alleged BC is inconsistent with
other serial numbers

Serial numbers of twins Susan
and Gretchen Nordyke, who
were born three days later are
lower
Obama claims to be born in
Hawaii

Obama's biography shows him
born in Kenya

On March 25, 2010 during the
National assembly meeting
Minister of Lands of Kenya states
that Obama was born in Kenya
Lack of any birth certificate for
Obama in any hospital in Hawaii

Obama claims to be born in
Honolulu, HI
Obama claims to be born in
Kapiolani hospital in
Honolulu,Hawaii

created in 1961 with a
typewriter. It is impossible to
create a document with a
typewriter and have letters of
different sizes and fonts. Type
written document has letters of
the same sizes and the same font
Exhibit 13, 14, 15, 16
According to experts Paul Irey,
Ivan Zatkowitch and Douglas
Vogt white halo around the
words is a sign of a computer
manipulation Exhibit 13 affidavit
of Douglas Vogt, 14, 15 16
Obama's copy of his alleged
genuine original birth certificate
represents a computer
generated forgery, opens in
multiple layers, which were cut
and pasted from different
documents Exhibit 12 Affidavit of
Felicito Papa, Exhibit 13 ,
16Affidavit of Douglas Vogt
Inconsistent serial number is
another sign of forgery Exhibit 13
Obama's biography submitted by
Obama to his own publisher
Acton -Dystal and kept on line
for 16 years, 1991-2007 states
that he was born in Kenya. In
2007, right before the beginning
of the campaign the bio was
deleted Exhibit 11
James Orenga Minister of Lands
of the republic of Kenya states
that Obama was born in Kenya
Exhibit 10
Exhibit 9, Sworn affidavit of
Timothy Lee Adams, Senior
Elections Clerk of the City of
Honolulu and Honolulu county,
attesting to the fact that it was a
common knowledge among the
officials of the county Registrar

7. All immigration records of
passengers arriving in Hawaii

Obama claims to be born in HI

Forgery of the OCON (official
certificate of a candidate for
President)

Obama claims to be eligible,
Democratic Party of Hawaii
falsified the certificate of
Eligibility

Obama was listed under a
different last name in his
mother's passport, was removed
from his mothers passport due
to foreign allegiance

Obama claims to be the Natural
Born U.S. Citizen, never lost his
citizenship

In his school records

Inconsistency:
Obama claims to be
US citizen
Claims Obama to be his legal last
name
Claims to be Christian

that there is no birth certificate
for Obama in any hospital in
Hawaii
Exhibit 18 All of the immigration
records of passengers arriving in
Honolulu August 1-7 1961
disappeared from NARA
(National archives).
Further cover-up
__________________________
Upon demands for accounting
the label on arrival records from
August 7-14 were falsified, "7"
was erased and replaced with
one to give an impression that
missing August 1-7 records are
contained in 7-14 page
Democratic Party of Hawaii
falsified the official certificate of
a candidate, removed the words
"Eligible according to the
Constitution"
Exhibit 8, Passport records of
Obama's mother, Stanley Ann D.
Soetoro, shows Obama under a
different name, Soebarkah,
shows him crossed out, removed
from his mother's passport due
to foreign allegiance
Exhibit 17 Obama's School
registration #203 Asissi School in
Jakarta Indonesia list him as a
Citizen of Indonesia
His last name is listed as Soetoro
(his step father's last name)
Religion listed as Muslim

OCON (Official Certificate of a
Candidate) issued by the
Democratic Party of Hawaii was
falsified, words "..legally
qualified to serve under the
provisions of the United states
Constitution" were removed
from Obama's OCON in order to
let ineligible Obama on the
ballot, while it was present in
the OCON for John Kerry and Al
Gore

Evidence of fraud in the
application to the to the Illinois
Attorneys Bar

Modus Operandi and Pattern of
fraud extends to Obama's
college records

Obama claims to be qualified
under the provisions of the U.S.
constitution

In his bar application Obama
claimed to have never used any
other names

Obama claimed to have been
attending Columbia university
for two years

Exhibit 20 OCON (official
Certification of a candidate) for
Al Gore and John Kerry contain
wording:
"..legally qualified to serve under
the provisions of the United
states Constitution". In Obama's
OCON aforementioned wording
was removed and the only
qualification states: "legally
qualified to serve under the
provisions of the National
Democratic Parties balloting"

Exhibit 21 Obama's Illinois bar
application shows him
committing perjury. Bar
applications are made under the
penalty of perjury. In his
application Obama claims that
he never used any other names.
This is contradictory to his school
registration showing him using
last name Soetoro and his
mother's passport records
Exhibit 8 where he is listed under
the last name Soebarkah
Exhibit 22 Barack Obama's
college records from Student
clearing House show him
attending Columbia for less than
one year, only 9 month.
additionally there is no evidence
of him residing anywhere in the
US during these missing 15
months. Logical conclusion
would be that his trip to Pakistan
before Columbia lasted not
1month, as he claims, but 16
months.

